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ABSTRACT
Consumers demand fast, high capacity, upgradeable memory cards for portable electronic devices,
with secure digital (SD) and microSD the most popular. Despite this demand, secure erasure of data
is still not a composite part of disposure practices. To investigate the extent of this problem, secondhand memory cards were procured from the Australian eBay site between 2011 and 2015. Digital
forensic tools were used to acquire and analyze each memory card to determine the type and quantity of
remnant data. This paper presents the results of the 2014 and 2015 studies and compares these findings
to the 2011–2013 research studies. The longitudinal comparison indicates resold memory cards are
disposed insecurely, with personal, confidential and business data undeleted or easily recoverable.
The impact of such discoveries, where information is placed in the public domain, has the potential
to cause embarrassment and financial loss to individuals, business, and government organizations.
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INTRODUCTION
The demand for Secure Digital (SD) memory cards is driven by “personal data ecosystems” coupled
with “personal data empowerment” as reported by the Global Industry Analysts (GIA) in 2016, and it
is estimated that the global market for SD memory cards will reach US$11.2 billion by 2020 (Global
Industry Analysts, 2016). This demand can be attributed to end-user generation of large quantities of
personal digital data, resulting in an increased need for digital storage. Memory cards are versatile and
found in many consumer-based electronic devices such as smartphones, tablet computers, portable
media players, personal navigation systems, digital cameras, smart watches, and wearable medical
devices (Dolcourt, 2014; Zheng et al., 2013). At the same time, the increase in the storage capacity
of memory cards has eliminated the restrictions associated with the quantity and types of data that
end-users can store on their electronic devices. Despite the freedom associated with storing “anything
and everything”, concerns are growing regarding end-users’ ability to adequately erase personal and
business data from their electronic devices (Pultarova, 2016).
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There is an abundance of inadequately erased persistent storage devices on second hand auction
sites, and the breadth of the problem is supported through numerous studies: private and confidential
data has been recovered from second hand USB flash drives (Chaerani, Clarke, & Bolan, 2011;
Robins, Williams & Sansurooah, 2016), hard disk drives (Jones, Valli, & Dabibi, 2009), smartphones
(McColgan, 2014), and memory cards (Szewczyk & Sansurooah, 2011). Researchers from different
countries who have conducted similar studies have concluded that recovered data was associated with
individuals, businesses and government organizations, indicating that poor security practices are not
restricted to individual consumers. Personally identifiable information (PII) has also been extracted
from digital camcorders (Ariffin, Choo, & Slay, 2013), smart televisions (Sutherland, Reada, & Xynos,
2014) and car navigation systems (Lim, Lee, Park, & Lee, 2014) and it can be extrapolated that data
on the emerging Internet of Thing (IoT) based devices would also be recoverable.
Confidential personal and business information is a valuable commodity (Gompertz, 2012).
Indeed, cyber criminals have sourced used computers from second hand auction sites for the purpose
of extracting and using the confidential data for financial gain (Arthur, 2009). This method may be
regarded as less precarious than compromising a computer network; however, hobbyists have also
acknowledged engaging in the procurement of second hand persistent storage devices to identify the
types of data left by sellers (Frauenfelder, 2004). The process of recovering and extracting information
has been made simpler due to an abundance of free digital forensic tools. Such tools are typically
associated with the recovery of data from persistent storage for use in a court of law; however, the
same tools can be used to extract data for malicious purposes.
The issues of securing stored confidential organizational information are compounded by the
‘Bring Your Own Device” (BYOD) model, which permits end-users to utilize their electronic devices
to complete work related tasks (Wang, Wei, & Vangury, 2014). Employees are also boycotting
workplace technology in favor of using advanced mobile computing devices, obtained at their own
expense (Donovan, 2014). Technological obsolescence motivates consumers to upgrade their electronic
devices or persistent storage media in favor of the newest trend in technology (Obire, 2015). The
storage of sensitive business information is particularly concerning in environments such as hospitals,
where employees are often permitted to use personal devices to access and update patient records
and medical databases (Fox & Felkey, 2015).
For novice end-users, permanently wiping data from flash storage media may not be as
straightforward as wiping data from a mechanical hard disk drive. Non-technical end-users may face
challenges with selecting effective data erasure tools, and using them correctly. Further, previous
research has demonstrated that hard drive-centric sanitization methods may not correctly erase data
from flash-based storage devices (Goodin, 2011; Wei, Grupp, Spada, & Swanson, 2011). Consequently,
whilst data erasure software may notify the end-user that the sanitization process has completed
successfully, remnant data may still be readily accessible.
This paper reviews the first three years of the study into remnant data (2011-2013) and then
presents the new data from 2014 and 2015. A comparison of the total study period is provided to
identify the trends in data disposal. The factors attributed to this ongoing issue are examined and
mitigation measures proposed. The research also provides an insight into the more worrying issue
of breaches of privacy and the potentially detrimental impact thereof.
RESEARCH STUDIES 2011 - 2013
Research into remnant data on memory cards began in 2011 following the published outcomes of
successful investigations into hard disk and USB flash drives (Chaerani, Clarke, & Bolan, 2011;
Jones, Valli, & Dabibi, 2009). The focus on memory cards presents a new set of challenges, in that
consumer electronic devices, such as cameras, smartphones and tablet computers, typically include
proprietary data erasure mechanisms. For example, digital cameras have the ability to erase data on
a memory card through a “quick erase” function or via a lengthy “low-level format”, and a consumer
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could reasonably assume that one of these functions would ensure a complete erasure of data from
the memory card (Meyer, 2012).
The 2011 research (Szewczyk & Sansurooah, 2012) demonstrated that a significant quantity of
data was recoverable from memory cards. Of the 119 memory cards obtained in 2011, 88% contained
recoverable data. It was also discernible that attempts had been made to remove data, with 75% of
memory cards showing attempts at data erasure. Amongst the memory cards examined, 13% showed no
sign of erasure procedure attempts and, as a result, data was readily accessible by directly connecting
the card to an investigative workstation.
The results from the 2012 (Szewczyk & Sansurooah, 2012) and 2013 (Szewczyk, Robins, &
Sansurooah, 2013) investigations were similar to those of the 2011 study. A decrease in the availability
of memory cards on the second hand eBay market was identified in 2012, which resulted in only
78 memory cards being procured; this figure substantially increased to 140 cards in 2013. Figure 1
shows the breakdown of accessible data between 2011 and 2013.
Over the three years of research, the quantity and type of data recovered varied substantially.
In 2011, a notable case was discovered in which detailed (high transaction) bank statements were
recovered, an addition to employee pay slips, and legal firm and company documentation with
letterhead. In 2012, a memory card was procured which contained a vast quantity of personal data.
Amongst the files were personal resumes, job applications, utility bills, multimedia files, personal
photos, and personal expense data stored in a spreadsheet (Szewczyk & Sansurooah, 2012). In 2013,
sellers continued to disclose personal information. In one case a memory card contained numerous
family holiday photos, photos of valid Australian passports, travel itineraries, and airline boarding
passes (Szewczyk, Robins, & Sansurooah, 2013).
The outcome of the study in 2013 demonstrated an increase in the volume of confidential data
recovered when compared to the preceding two studies (Szewczyk, Robins, & Sansurooah, 2013).
The news and media attention, both in Australia and internationally, surrounding the investigation
of storage media further demonstrated the severity of the security issues in relation to inappropriate
disposal of persistent storage (Clarke, 2013; Gribbin, 2013; Munson, 2013; Orr, 2013). The presence
of government and corporate data on a number of memory cards further demonstrated that appropriate
persistent storage disposal practices and strategies were not being utilized (The Australian Business
Figure 1. Comparison of data remnants by year
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Review, 2013). The subsequent 2014 and 2015 results are compared and contrasted with the results
from the preceding years’ research investigations.
METHODOLOGY
The procurement process targeted memory cards located on eBay Australia in the “mobile phone” and
“camera” categories. Only memory cards which were listed by the seller as being used or refurbished
were purchased. Multiple aliases were used on the auction site eBay Australia to avoid raising the
suspicions and concerns of sellers. Each memory card was assigned a case number and was forensically
acquired (*.dd) using the freely available software Access Data Forensic Toolkit Imager 3.1.2 (FTK
Imager, 2015). Once a bit by bit forensic image was created, the physical memory cards were stored
securely, together with all details pertaining to the sale. This process preserves the physical media
and creates a chain of custody should criminal activity be discovered and the memory card required
to be handed over to law enforcement. Analysis of each dd image was undertaken using X-Ways
WinHex Specialist 17.5 (Reischmann, 2015), The Sleuth Kit Autopsy 3.0.9/4.0 (Carrier, 2016),
Scalpel (Scalpel, 2016) and Bulk Extractor 1.5.5 (Bulk Extractor, 2016). The analysis and examination
of each dd image focused on the type and quantity of recoverable data. The minor variations to this
general approach used in the 2014 and 2015 studies were the updating of existing software and the
introduction of additional digital forensic applications to validate results.
The 2011-2013 research identified that microSD and standard SD memory cards were the
prominent media for containing digital content beyond graphics files. As a result, the purchasing
procedure in 2014 and 2015 was altered to focus predominantly on purchasing SD and microSD cards,
as these are the types of storage media one would expect to be used in smartphones, tablet computers
and contemporary consumer electronic devices. Compact Flash cards are typically associated with
Digital SLR cameras and are being slowly phased out. Legacy storage media such as miniSD, Memory
Sticks and M2 memory cards are no longer used in contemporary electronic devices and hence were
omitted from the research as of 2014.
Limitations of the Research
The potential inclusion of second hand memory cards from countries beyond Australia was considered.
However, the cost of sellers shipping the items to Australia was deemed non-viable, as the postage
cost was often 4 to 5 times greater than that of the memory card itself. In addition, Australian secondhand websites, including Gumtree and Quicksales, were also considered; however, neither of these
online services included listings for used memory cards.
RESULTS
2014 Remnant Data Results
Figure 2 provides a breakdown of the one hundred and one (101) memory cards obtained during the
2014 study regarding their readability and erasure status.
Figure 3 shows the type of data recovered from the memory cards in 2014: as might be expected,
some cards contained multiple file types. Photographic images were the prominent form of data
recovered, which might be expected given that consumers now use mobile devices for photography
rather than traditional cameras. For the purpose of this research, personal data stored as a photographic
image was still classified as a photographic image, and was not considered in the overall scope of
other types of documents recovered.
There were four notable cases in the 2014 study that included evidence of data that might be
considered personal or sensitive:
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Figure 2. 2014 memory card status - readability and erasure

Figure 3. Types of information recovered in 2014
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•

•

•

•

Case 14 appeared to have been erased through a delete or format procedure. Despite this,
many private and confidential documents were easily recoverable. Ninety-one documents
were successfully recovered including a scanned birth certificate, legal affidavits, university
qualifications, a comprehensive resume, immigration documents, a scanned passport, tax
documents, telecommunication invoices, a bank statement, and various medical documents;
Case 33 included a combination of both deleted and non-deleted files. The files which were intact
and readily accessible without the use of data recovery or forensic tools had little sensitivity or
interest to this study. Further recovery and examination of the deleted files identified a large
quantity (approximately 1800) of photographic images. An analysis of each photographic image
identified photos that had been taken of personal documents, screenshots of an Australian
bank account, and, amongst alternative files of interest, a picture of a hand written document
encompassing a significant quantity of authentication credentials to online social networking
sites and online services utilized in Australia;
Case 39 appeared to have been erased through a delete or format procedure. Given the large
quantity of medical documents found on the memory card, it appeared to have belonged to a
medical practitioner. Numerous referral letters were recovered with the name and signature of
the medical practitioner consistently present. The memory card also contained employment
pay slips, childcare documentation, mobile phone utility invoices, and numerous signed
confidentiality agreements;
Case 60 appeared to have been erased through a delete or format procedure. The data appeared
to have belonged to a student at an Australian university. The memory card included a transcript
of results pertaining to the student’s degree and a series of assignment files and notes relating to
their course. Numerous photographic images had been recovered from the memory cards, with
a small quantity of these images being of a personal sexualized aspect. Personally identifiable
details of the individual were consistent amongst all the data recovered.

2015 Remnant Data Results
Figure 4 provides a breakdown of the 167 memory cards purchased in 2015 with regards to readability
and erasure.
Figure 5 depicts the types of information that were recovered. Some cards contained multiple
file types.
Whilst there were multiple files containing data of a confidential or sensitive nature, the 2015
analysis revealed three particularly concerning occurrences:
•

•

•

Case 16 included four memory cards from the same seller. The memory cards, of varying
capacities, included a combination of undeleted files (all of a non-confidential nature) and many
easily recoverable files (of which many were confidential and private). This case included a
combination of pornographic material, assignment files pertaining to an educational institute
in Australia, personal photos, and a series of photos of a valid credit card (front and back), an
Australian passport, and an Australian driver’s license;
Case 32 had some content deleted, but had not been securely wiped. Amongst the files of interest
were a scanned contract for the sale of land or residential property, a Government application
form for funding, and an engineer’s report for the associated land. The document itself contained
personal contact details and detailed financial information of the buyer;
Case 71 had all of its contents deleted, but had not been securely wiped. The memory card
contained photos of hundreds of random individuals in the vicinity of a limousine. One spreadsheet
file confirmed suspicions that the memory card belonged to a limousine business. The spreadsheet
contained booking dates and times, pick-up and drop-off locations, credit card numbers, expiry
dates, and credit card security values.
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Figure 4. 2015 memory card status - readability and erasure

Figure 5. Types of information recovered in 2015
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DISCUSSION
In order to understand the trends in the technology specification, recoverable data, and secure deletion
attempts, the data from the 2011-2015 studies are compared. The availability of specific types of
memory cards on eBay has evolved in line with changes in technology. At the commencement of this
research in 2011, numerous types of memory cards were available on the second hand market and
subsequently purchased consistent with the research criteria. As shown in Figure 6, microSD and
standard SD cards were more commonly available throughout the duration of the five-year study. This
may coincide with the increase in the number of personal electronic devices which use the microSD
or standard SD memory card interface (Page, 2016). A technological evolution of persistent storage
media was identified during the 2013 study. Consumers were predominantly selling microSD and
standard SD memory cards. Alternative memory card types were occasionally listed and bid on
during the 2014 and 2015 studies, but due to their scarcity, the researchers were often outbid in the
procurement process.
The capacity of memory cards has increased significantly over the study period. Figure 7 shows
the evolution of card capacity between 2011 and 2015. As larger capacity memory cards repeatedly
emerged on the second-hand market, there has been a gradual decline in demand for lower capacity
memory cards.
The presence of large quantities of photographic images and multimedia files on the memory
cards throughout the study period is unsurprising. As illustrated in Figure 8, the volume of these files
has fluctuated over the past five years. However, with the media continually exposing the issues of
incorrect data disposal in Australia, there has been a progressive decline in the number of memory
cards containing confidential data. This does not necessarily indicate that consumers are following
best practices with regards to erasing data from memory cards.
There was a decline in the quantity of files containing data that would be considered private
or of a confidential nature in 2014, which is a positive aspect. Analysis of the 2014 memory cards
Figure 6. Quantity and types of memory cards purchased during 2011-2015 period
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Figure 7. Capacity of memory cards purchased 2011-2015

Figure 8. Quantity of memory cards containing specific types of information recovered 2011-2015

indicated a shift towards consumers taking photographic images of confidential data. The entire
five-year study revealed that it is commonplace for end-users to take photos of personal documents.
Storing personal documents as photos may allow the owner of a mobile computing device to quickly
and easily access the information when needed. This practice raises a privacy concern as third parties
or malicious software could access the confidential information with relative ease.
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Australian print, radio and television media warnings were made public between 2011 and
2013 highlighting the issues of consumers disposing of persistent storage media inappropriately
(DeCeglie, 2011; Gribbin, 2013; White, 2013). Unfortunately, as depicted by Figure 9, neither
the memory card disposal practices nor the behavior of end-users have seen a steady positive
improvement over the years.
An incidental observation of the research was that sellers appeared to encourage buyers to
erase the data on the memory card prior to use. The 2014-2015 study period saw a few instances in
which the seller would either directly message the buyer through eBay or include a note within the
envelope stating that the memory card should be erased prior to use. These actions may encourage
a buyer to purposefully interrogate the memory to locate data of interest. In one instance, the seller
had apologized and stated that they did not have sufficient time to properly erase the memory card
prior to sending it.
It was noted that during both the 2011-2013 and 2014-2015 study periods, sellers started
to advertise the fact that memory cards had not been erased and consequently may still contain
data (Figure 10). By employing these tactics, sellers may have intended enticing buyers to
competitively bid on memory cards containing potentially desirable data. This study identified
this trend by observing specific eBay usernames which that bid on used memory cards. Sellers
who advertise their products as containing confidential data may encourage the potential buyer
to examine the memory card containing undeleted data, whilst at the same time maximizing the
potential profit in selling their memory card.
A discussion of the limited impact made by media publicity in promoting positive change from
an organizational or individual perspective in relation to incorrect hard disk drive disposal was raised
by Jones et al. (2009). The issues identified included: organizational constraints in new process
development, lack of education and awareness of the issue, and a lack of priority given to the problem
by government and organizations. In contrast, this research study determined that counteracting
the problem is reliant upon the individual and their ability to make appropriate security conscious
decisions towards their data.

Figure 9. Comparison of data erasure patterns
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Figure 10. Advertising practices of sellers on eBay Australia

Proposed Solutions
Three solutions exist for ensuring that private data is not sold through second hand auction sites
by consumers: user education, following secure data erasure practices, and policy enforcement by
second hand auction sites. Toward the end of 2013, the issue of poor end-user data disposal practices
received considerable coverage by the Australian media. At this time, sellers on eBay Australia were
quick to remove their listings, and for a short period the quantity of used memory cards on eBay
Australia decreased. Furthermore, following this media coverage the memory cards purchased as
part of this project had been securely erased. Second hand auction sites began to promote positive
security behavior to influence end-users who may be unaware of the potential issues. Unfortunately,
however, the promotion of user education and awareness relating to poor data disposal practices has
proved inconsistent. Figure 11 illustrates the warning provided to sellers upon listing a persistent
storage item on eBay Australia during 2013. Unfortunately, as of 2014 this notification no longer
appears; hence sellers receive no directive to ensure confidential data is securely erased prior to
shipping the item to the buyer.
Figure 11. eBay Australia warning notification in 2013
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Following secure data erasure practices is imperative in addressing the problem and ensuring
that private data is not disclosed and exposed to malicious parties. It is impossible to stop consumers
selling their surplus persistent storage devices, and thus it is important that secure procedural practices
are followed to permanently remove data. There is a range of commercial and open source products
available to securely wipe or erase persistent storage devices.
Availability notwithstanding, the effectiveness of these data erasure products is yet to be
established. From an end-user’s perspective, selecting an appropriate product can be overwhelming
given the marketing hype and manufacturers’ claims regarding the effectiveness of their tools. There
is also the issue of operating system familiarity. For instance, Microsoft Windows does not provide
a clear explanation and differentiation between “delete”, “quick format” and “format” of persistent
storage data. For example, when an end-user opts to quickly format a drive, a notification is generated
stating, “WARNING: Formatting will erase ALL data on this disk”. This misrepresentation of erasing
all data may lead the novice end-user to believe that their data has been permanently erased from
the target drive. Highlighting the lack of consistency with erasure tools, previous research examined
the effectiveness of ten secure desktop based, data erasure tools (commercial and open source)
(Sansurooah, et al., 2013).
From the ten tools investigated, only four proved to securely erase all data from the target drive
examined. This is concerning given that end-users may trust the product used and form a belief that all
data had been permanently erased. Furthermore, the commercial variants of the products tested resulted
in the least permanently erased data, despite the vendors’ positive claims regarding their products.
Unfortunately, data erasure software is not the only issue. Manufacturers of persistent storage
are also known to give potentially misleading advice to consumers. For instance, SanDisk states that
“Reformatting will clear file system corruption or quickly erase everything on the device” (SanDisk,
2015). SanDisk also provides the procedural instructions to be undertaken on Microsoft Windows
to ensure this process is undertaken successfully. Unfortunately, formatting the target drive will not
securely erase all data from the drive, thus leaving it vulnerable to data recovery.
Given the limited and misleading nature of information provided to consumers, it is not surprising
that private data is continually emerging on second hand auction sites. Numerous researchers agree that
additional precautions must be taken by end-users to sanitize their persistent storage devices prior to
disposal (Jones, et al., 2009; Simao, et al., 2011; Grupp, Davis, & Swanson, 2012; Kessler, 2013). The
need for easily accessible, reliable end-user education is paramount. The Australian government has
a vested interest in protecting end-users and has accordingly funded two operational websites, namely
the eSafety (eSafety, 2016) and Stay Smart Online (StaySmartOnline, 2016) information portals.
Unfortunately, the information on these portals is limited, providing little support to a novice end-user.
For instance, with regard to data on mobile computing devices, one website recommends that the end-user
encrypts the contents of their device or avoids selling or disposing of the device; or properly delete the
data on the drive (StaySmartOnline, 2015). The advice concludes there, with no additional procedural
instructions given as to how to undertake these recommendations. Similarly, limited information is
provided by Australia’s largest telecommunication provider, Telstra, which encourages end-users to
utilize dedicated file deletion programs or a third party service, yet gives no additional instructions
should the end-user wish to pursue these actions (Telstra, 2015). Other telecommunication providers
in Australia provide equally limited instructions on permanently erasing data.
CONCLUSION
This research provides a case study in remnant data from auctioned second hand memory cards in
Australia. The results of the survey reveal that the problem is widespread and disposal of memory
storage devices continues to pose a personal and corporate security and privacy threat.
Technology has evolved considerably in recent decades and so has the proliferation of digital
storage devices such as flash memory technology. Such technologies have gained popularity and are
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used by millions of people across the world, replacing previous portable media and, to some extent,
the external hard disk.
The volume and range of information recovered in the research studies discussed (2011-2015)
could have a potentially profitable and destructive impact, as well as posing a risk to the identity and
privacy of the individuals involved. From a criminal intent perspective, the information recovered
was more than sufficient to impersonate individuals and provide a means to commit identity theft,
or to undertake other nefarious activities such as blackmail. With corporate espionage a mechanism
in the landscape of information warfare and competitive advantage, such recoverable information
from organizations is highly valuable.
This research highlights the need for more end-user education with easily accessible and reliable
information designed for the novice end-user. The need to protect information appropriately and to
erase it securely is well understood, yet the failure of individuals and organizations to ensure this
occurs relates to a lack of knowledge, and a lack of business policies and procedures. There is an
ongoing necessity for corporate awareness, education, and training of staff and the public to ensure
that the uses of flash technology devices are managed appropriately and that the data they contain is
effectively protected and securely disposed of. For the home user there is a need for education and
understanding of the implications of insecure disposal of devices.
From a privacy perspective, there are multiple aspects raised by the research to be considered.
Firstly, the issue of personal privacy is highlighted, regardless of whether any laws have been
contravened. Such concerns can have a significant and long-lasting impact on an individual. Secondly,
where information is entrusted to an organization and subsequently finds its way onto a public auction
website, this action may contravene national legislation such as the Australian Privacy Principles.
Organizations have an obligation to protect personal information, whether or not they come under
the Australian Privacy Principles (2012).
The research into remnant data on memory cards will continue within an Australian context,
and an attempt will be made to pursue similar investigation on an international level. Australia is
perceived as a country that is highly susceptible to cyber-criminal activity due its reluctance to adopt
appropriate and adequate cyber security technologies and practices. As a result, future research at an
international level will allow the researchers to compare and contrast data disposal strategies of other
countries and identify where Australia is placed. Clearly, there are significant improvements to be
made to ensure that confidential and private data is not disposed of incorrectly.
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